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LCI Study and Action Plan

1. Introduction
The Town Center Area (TCA), situated around interstates 75 and 575, is an attractive
location for commercial and office establishments, as well as residential development.
Because of its enviable location and the unprecedented growth in population and
economic markets in metropolitan Atlanta, this area serves as an activity center for
most of northwestern Cobb County, as well as Marietta, Kennesaw, and southern
Cherokee County, and as a regional activity center for the Atlanta metropolitan area.
The rapid growth occurring in this area, although desired, has caused increasing
problems with congestion, mobility, and accessibility due to development patterns
required by existing policies and regulations. To combat these issues, the TCA
Community Improvement District (CID) initiated a master planning process for the
entire CID, resulting in a plan called the RoadMap. The RoadMap is a strategic plan
that integrates transportation, land use, market conditions, and implementation
guidelines for the entire TCA CID. As part of this study, a traffic analysis, a land use
survey, and an economic analysis were conducted. This information, combined with an
assessment of perceptions regarding current issues and opportunities for land use,
transportation, and future development, led to the development of a problem definition
with clear goals and objectives and a preferred land use scenario for the TCA. The
preferred land use scenario identified a “core” area where new development and
redevelopment are most likely to occur within the CID. The following guidelines were
established for this area:
n

n

n

n

n

The Big Shanty Road extension will act as a spur to development for the
surrounding land, which currently lacks good access. Further, this development
should be concentrated around a transportation hub/station, should allow HOV
access, and should be developed with higher-density mixed uses.
Development should be concentrated around intra-market transit.
A village-type environment should be created to connect Town Center Mall to
Chastain Parkway and Kennesaw State University.
Infill areas throughout the CID should be considered for a mixture of residential
uses.
A hotel/conference center should be located near transit and the creek.
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n

n

The Town Center Mall area should be developed as a “central business district”
with decked parking, offices, hotels, and very high-density residential (50 units per
acre).
The subdivision on Big Shanty Road should be redeveloped as a mixed-use
development, with an emphasis on high-density residential.

What neither the preferred land use scenario nor the RoadMap was able to do was
identify the measures needed to create the village environment connecting the core area
with the surrounding area, especially Kennesaw State University with multimodal
accessibility, concentrated development, and varied housing opportunities.
In the face of increased pressure for development characteristic of the surrounding
area, rather than what the preferred land use scenario designated for the core area, the
TCA CID requested and received a Livable Centers Initiative (LCI) grant to create a
master plan, supported with a detailed action plan for the core area.
1.1 LCI Program Facts

The LCI program funds planning studies for local jurisdictions to develop
transportation-efficient land use plans that promote development and redevelopment
and increase transportation in activity and town centers. The Atlanta Regional
Commission (ARC) has further committed $350 million to implement transportation
projects and programs resulting from these efforts.
LCI grant recipients must develop a study that demonstrates:
n

n

n

A local planning outreach process that promotes the involvement of all
stakeholders
A diversity of residential neighborhoods and employment, shopping, and
recreation choices at the activity center and town center level
Access to a range of travel modes, including roadways and walking and biking
trails to enable access to all uses within the study area
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1.2 Study Goals

Based on the goals of the LCI program and the RoadMap, the goals of this study
include the following:
n

Integrate land use, urban design, and transportation

n

Build on community support

n

Provide funding for transportation implementation

n

Stimulate locally driven opportunities

1.3 The SuPurb Study Area

The SuPurb study area is the core of the TCA, located between I-75, I-575, Barrett
Parkway, and Chastain Road. The figure on the following page presents a view of the
study area. During the RoadMap planning process, this area was identified as the
central core and the area most likely to be redeveloped due to proposed transportation
improvements, changing economic trends, and the desire to connect two key strengths
of the TCA: the mall and Kennesaw State University.
The SuPurb study area has significant opportunities with which to create a successful
LCI process and plan, including existing public/private partnerships through the CID;
proximity to traffic generators including Kennesaw State University and McCollum
Airport; rich natural resources along Noonday Creek and nearby at Kennesaw National
Park; underutilized and vacant parcels prime for development; a significant demand for
residential and commercial development already occurring in the area; and perhaps
most importantly, a proposed Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) station that will expand the
existing transit system considerably.
Each of these resources provides an opportunity to build an exciting area rich in
residential, employment, and entertainment opportunities. However, the SuPurb study
area also faces many obstacles. Although the RoadMap identified many transportation
opportunities, the area still faces heavy traffic volumes and is often thought of as
congested. The vacant and underutilized parcels are currently occupied by surface
parking lots. There is also a lack of connectivity throughout the area, due to both the
interstates and limited multimodal options.
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1.4 Planning Process

Based on these conditions, this LCI study must integrate several critical factors into the
planning process, including:
Build on the success of previous public and private efforts, including the RoadMap
Overcome transportation, land use, and urban design obstacles
Capture the enthusiasm of the development community
Include Kennesaw State University and Georgia Regional Transportation Authority (GRTA)
planning efforts
Base all efforts on comprehensive public involvement efforts

To do this, this project must identify areas that are ripe for development, including
vacant and underutilized parcels, deteriorating structures, and structures needing
rehabilitation. Urban design principles must be developed and applied to evaluate how
to create a sense of place, promote multimodal connectivity, and promote cultural uses.
Transportation improvements that connect the study area to the remaining CID area
and those that promote pedestrian and bicycle travel must be identified.
Furthermore, existing partnerships must be maintained and new partnerships founded.
Appropriate housing opportunities need to be identified for both existing and new
residents. Care needs to be given to how future developments will fit within the area,
rather than the developments becoming automobile-oriented destinations with little or
no pedestrian and bicycle accessibility. Finally, a vision needs to be created for this
area that promotes a positive business image and multimodal connectivity, and fosters
a vibrant activity center with live/work/play choices.
The following outlines the planning process used to address these issues:
Develop and implement a public involvement program
Establish baseline existing conditions
Analyze existing conditions
Develop a vision with supporting strategies and recommendations
Create an implementation plan
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1.5 Project Team

The plan is being developed for the TCA CID by ARCADIS with assistance from
Urban Collage, jon Benson + associates, and Robert Charles Lesser and Company. It is
directed by Joel Stone for the TCA CID.
Table 1. Overview of Firm Responsibilities
ARCADIS

Transportation analysis, public involvement, and plan
development

Urban Collage

Land use analysis and urban design

jon Benson + associates

Streetscape design

Robert Charles Lesser and Co.

Market analysis and economic development

1.6 Plan Description

This plan is separated into the following sections:
The SuPurb Today – includes a description of existing conditions and highlights key
issues and opportunities
Defining SuPurb – includes a description of the vision for the town center, including
goals/objectives, design preferences, and development opportunities
Getting to SuPurb – includes recommendations, strategies, and projects as they relate
to the LCI program goals, and a five-year action plan
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2. The SuPurb Today
Without a picture of where we are, it is hard to understand how to get where we want
to go. The development of the SuPurb plan starts with an inventory and analysis of
those items that affect current and future development patterns, including land
use/housing, transportation, urban design, market conditions, implementation
framework, and community-driven support. This process will provide an important
basis for recommendations that promote a pedestrian-friendly environment and
multiple transportation choices.
Several techniques were used to establish baseline conditions. The project team
inventoried market conditions, existing land use including underutilized parcels and
infill opportunities, transportation, urban design form, existing organizations, and
policies that may impact future conditions. Community participation, which occurred
throughout the planning process, was also useful in identifying specific issues and
opportunities within the study area. A full description of the participatory program is
included in Appendix A.
2.1 Economic/Demographic Overview

A market analysis was completed in 2003 as part of the RoadMap planning process.
The following economic/demographic overview reiterates relative key elements from
that analysis and expands on that effort by providing information relative specifically
to the core area. A key component of the update is results of a market survey,
undertaken specifically to engage area employees, Kennesaw State University students,
and residents in the process.
2.1.1 Core Analysis and the Favored Quarter

Employment growth in the Atlanta metropolitan statistical area (MSA) has occurred
largely in the MSA’s “favored quarter.” The favored quarter is defined as the radiating
quarter of an MSA where the bulk of the executive housing and white-collar jobs are
located, and where the largest portion of new housing growth, both executive and more
affordable, is developed. Atlanta’s favored quarter, shown on the figure on the
following page, largely equates to the locally named Golden Triangle, the area north of
downtown between I-75 and I-85 and anchored by Georgia 400 and the Chattahoochee
River. Over the past 10 years, nearly 80 percent of the region’s job growth has
occurred within the favored quarter, while only 54 percent of the region’s population
growth occurred in this area, pointing to a significantly worsening gulf between where
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Atlanta’s population live and work. This widening gulf is contributing significantly to
Atlanta’s traffic congestion and has fueled demand for housing closer to employment,
especially close to the larger employment nodes such as the Town Center area.
Figure 2. Atlanta’s Favored Quarter and Metro Cores

Atlanta’s growth has been an evolution of the development of urban cores and “activity
centers” radiating out from the central city. Metro cores are concentrations of
employment and regional activity and have evolved as the metropolitan area continues
to grow. Atlanta’s largest metro cores include Downtown, Midtown, Buckhead,
Central Perimeter, and Cumberland-Galleria. These latter three cores are examples of
third generation cores, cores that were largely founded in the 1970s and evolved into
major employment and activity concentrations in the 1990s. These cores, which
dominated office growth in the 1980s, have since seen gradual declines in their capture
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of new office and retail demand, losing share to newer fourth generation cores located
farther out. As new housing, particularly executive housing, moved farther from the
central city, retail and then employment followed, creating fourth generation cores such
as Town Center. Most of Atlanta’s fourth generation cores have evolved around malls
that created the hub for activity. Currently, the strongest example of a fourth generation
core in Atlanta is the Georgia 400 north corridor in North Fulton, which accounted for
close to half of the region’s office growth in the latter half of the 1990s.
2.1.2 Evolution of Retail Cores

Over the past several decades, the Atlanta area, including Cobb County, has
experienced almost continuous sprawling residential growth. Attracted by outward
extension of new housing, retail development has similarly sprawled. Continuous strips
of retail development, such as that on Cobb Parkway, have developed to service
surrounding communities and regional populations. As this sprawl has continued
outward, older commercial areas, many of which lack the character and design for
long-term sustainability, have fallen out of favor, with newer commercial development
occurring farther out. The zoning policies in developing suburban areas have allowed
retailers to abandon current locations in favor of newer retail centers farther out. The
result is that more retail is being developed than can be supported.
In areas such as Town Center, traffic congestion is a challenge and is likely to become
a greater challenge to the success of the existing retail. If current trends continue, the
area likely will become choked with traffic, and many patrons will choose to avoid the
area in exchange for newer, more convenient locations. Coupled with a general lack of
design controls that create an aesthetically appealing environment, the Town Center
area will become handicapped in its ability to compete for new retail, housing, and
office-oriented employment.
Exacerbating these problems is the short “life” in which much of today’s real estate is
built. Most retail centers are developed with an anticipated life of approximately
20 years. Financing for these centers emphasizes immediate short-term returns, and
typically assumes the sale of a retail center within 5 to 7 years, at which time the initial
investor’s return is achieved. This places a greater emphasis on immediate profit and
discourages the creation of high-quality sustainable places that will continue to
increase in value over time, returning a greater long-term profit while providing
smaller short-term gains.
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It is a combination of these factors that has created a number of declining retail
corridors throughout metro Atlanta. Although most retail in the Town Center area is
thriving, this experience in other suburban retail nodes may be a harbinger of threats
that are beginning to face the Town Center core and will likely become a more
significant challenge over time. Retail abandonment creates perceptions of social
problems and leads to disinvestment, which often impacts surrounding rental and forsale residential areas. Revitalizing older commercial corridors has become a major
issue in the Atlanta area and throughout the entire nation. Anticipating the potential
threats and planning accordingly will be critical in preventing the Town Center area
from going through this cycle.
2.1.3 Going Forward

Just as retail and metro cores have continued to push outward, following suburban
housing growth, urban form is likely to be similarly impacted by several factors over
the next several decades, but with different results. For example, the underlying
economy is changing – the shift from an industrial economy to a knowledge economy
impacts the types of environments we need to create. In the industrial economy, we
traded quality of life and environmental protection for economic benefit, and to a
certain degree unsustainable development practices resulted in economic growth. Now,
in the early stages of the knowledge economy, knowledge workers have greater
discretion about where to locate themselves and their companies, and tend to choose
high quality of life environments when making those decisions. Quality of life will
play a major role in determining which companies want to relocate to or remain in the
Atlanta region, and how they select locations within the region.
The demographic shift associated with the aging of the baby boomers is another
important trend with the potential to reshape the built environment. While historically
suburban areas of metro Atlanta typically have been built to accommodate younger
households in their family-forming years, the greatest increases over the next decade
will be among persons aged 45 to 64. As people age, the type of housing and housing
location they prefer may change. Despite a tremendous number of families moving to
Atlanta’s suburbs, Census forecasts indicate that the greatest demographic shift over
the next 10 years will be an increase in non-family households. Although there is still a
need for research responding to housing preferences, it is likely that many will not have
the same suburban or urban housing product preferences as those in larger households
with school-age children. It is likely to be a sizable enough shift to create greater
opportunities than in the past for alternative development patterns featuring a broader
mix of housing types and densities. This creates an opportunity to serve more of those
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households with housing closer to employment and services, slowing the rate of
growth of regional congestion and enabling more commercial properties to be
developed in those metro cores that become increasingly mixed-use in character.
Surveys by Robert Charles Lesser and Company of new home buyers in markets
across the Southeast suggest significant potential interest in “smart growth”
development – more compact, walkable residential communities, with a mix of uses.
On average, approximately one-third of the new home market could be attracted to a
mixed-use lifestyle residential product were those options more readily available. As
part of the analysis for the Town Center area, direct surveys were given to a sample of
those who live, work, and/or go to school in the Town Center area, and the market
depth for such development appears to be just as high, if not higher, than is typical
across the Southeast.
Participants were asked a series of tradeoff questions as to their lifestyle preferences:
n

45 percent indicated they prefer a walkable town center environment over an autooriented suburban neighborhood.
Although these residents and workers state a preference for more “urban” product,
many will not follow through with this preference. Regardless, the lack of such
walkable, town center environments in the Town Center area points to unmet
demand potential in the market.

n

n

52 percent said they would feel comfortable living in a town center environment.
36 percent of respondents said they would prefer to work close to their home in
order to avoid a long commute even if it meant living in a slightly smaller home.
This attitude is the exact opposite of the “drive for value” sentiment that has
shaped greater Atlanta’s development pattern over the last 15 years or more.
Again, this preference is indicative of unmet demand for housing and offices in
more convenient locations.

The combination of these economic, demographic, and consumer preference influences
indicates an increased opportunity for higher-density and more mixed-use development
patterns within our established and emerging urban core areas. Indications are that
there is a latent demand for a type of product that we do not presently provide in great
enough magnitude to meet the demand. While many households choose conventional
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residential products (suburban single-family detached housing) because that is what
they prefer, others are choosing them because that is the only prototype available.
As Atlanta continues to struggle with transportation woes, general thinking and public
policy are increasingly encouraging more mixed-use environments that may better
meet the need for sustainable communities.
In summary, the continued evolution of the regional economy, population
demographics, consumer preferences, and public policies is likely to favor a more
smart-growth-oriented development pattern. Existing development patterns, the ability
to finance mixed-use development, and transportation networks do and will continue to
serve as barriers to more mixed-use development. Taking maximum advantage of
positive trends, indicated market demand, and incentives in place that encourage
sustainable development will be critical to the success of the Town Center area in the
next decade.
2.1.4 Current Employment Situation

The Atlanta MSA economy was among the strongest in the nation in terms of net new
job growth in the 1990s, averaging more than 85,000 new jobs annually. This came to
a halt beginning with the technology “bust” of 2000 and through 2002, with metro
Atlanta experiencing the national recession more significantly than most American
metro areas, in large part due to the high concentration of the telecommunication and
hard-hit hospitality and tourism industries. However, the Georgia State Economic
Forecasting Center projects a strong regional recovery from 2004 through 2006 (with
approximately 31,000 net new jobs in 2004, 52,000 in 2005, and 63,000 in 2006).
While these estimates are more moderate than the growth of the 1990s, this increase in
growth is positive and will impact job opportunities in key sub-cities and smaller towns
in metro Atlanta. The majority of this growth is expected to occur in the city of Atlanta
and north of Atlanta, between I-75 and I-85.
Employment growth in Cobb County has also been strong over the past decade,
averaging more than 13,500 jobs annually between 1995 and 2000. During that same
time period, the Town Center area captured approximately 14 percent of that growth,
translating to more than 1,850 jobs annually. Consistent with the MSA, growth in the
county has slipped in the past few years but is expected to recover to a stronger rate of
employment growth similar to the metro area in the next few years. The county’s
growth rate is also expected to be more moderate than the late 1990’s pace.
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The same economic cycles of growth, recession, and recovery are likely to continue
over the next few decades. The most important consideration, however, is that Atlanta
is expected to remain among the top metropolitan areas for employment growth over
the next 20 years. ARC is anticipating that the 10-county area will add more than
1 million jobs over the next 20 years. If the Town Center area were to capture a similar
portion of that growth, as it did in the 1990s, it would receive 3 percent, or 24,000 net
new jobs. Assuming that the Town Center area will capture its “fair share,” the area
will experience growth of 1.2 percent, or an addition of nearly 10,000 jobs. The
potential for additional job growth is discussed in more detail in the office market
summary.
Enhancements to the transportation network are critical to capturing a significant
portion of the growth and will help prevent a plateau in economic growth in the Town
Center area.
As indicated in the graph below and indicative of the land uses, employment in the
Town Center CID has been dominated by retail trade and wholesale trade.
Figure 3. Employment Mix, Town Center Area and Atlanta Region
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Retail trade has been, and is expected to continue to be, an important aspect of the
Town Center area’s economy. However, the sector is not capturing its “fair share” of
growth, and data suggests that the Town Center area is diversifying away from a
reliance on retail trade. During the last decade, the following sectors were growing at
the fastest rate and capturing more than their “fair share” of growth:
Wholesale trade
Manufacturing
Construction
Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate

Although most of these sectors still remain a small portion of employment in Town
Center, their strong rate of growth suggests that the area is increasingly functioning as
an office and business park employment core. This may be indicative of the area
emerging as a stronger office location during the next large employment wave in the
metro area.
2.1.5 Demographic Overview

Currently, approximately 4,500 households reside in the Town Center area,1
representing 2.8 percent of households in the north Cobb County study area (defined as
a 5-mile radius from the intersection of Barrett Parkway and I-75). Most recent
projections suggest that the rate of new household growth within the Town Center area
in the next five years will be similar to the previous two years, but will be half the rate
of the 1990s. This projection may be conservative because it may not account for new
infill development occurring in and around the study area. Nevertheless, the Town
Center area is expected to grow at a faster rate than the Atlanta MSA and Cobb
County.
The Town Center area does not have a large supply of housing. Most of the available
housing is new, garden apartment communities or in older, single-family
neighborhoods. Twelve apartment communities account for more than 3,000 apartment
units, and 66 percent of all housing in the Town Center area is renter occupied. This is
the inverse of the Atlanta region but is likely appropriate, given the concentration of
retail jobs and other employment in the Town Center area as well as the proximity to

1

Defined as 2000 Census Tract 302.05.
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Kennesaw State University. There is fairly significant new, single-family housing
activity nearby and a recent influx of new infill townhome communities. These
communities are primarily targeting first-time homebuyers and those moving out of
area apartments to take advantage of historically low interest rates.
The proliferation of renters within the Town Center area is reflected directly in the
demographic characteristics of the core. The Town Center area is characterized by
younger and less affluent households than Cobb County overall. According to
demographer Claritas, Inc. and based on projections from the 2000 Census, just less
than half (45 percent) of households in the core area have incomes below $50,000,
compared to Cobb County overall, which has 38 percent of households in this income
range. Similarly, 49 percent of households in the Town Center area are under the age
of 35, as compared to only 22 percent of Cobb County households in that same age
cohort.
It is worth noting that respondents to the survey – generally more employees than
residents in the area – are older and more affluent than Cobb County’s population
overall. As illustrated in the following charts, the respondent group has a higher
concentration of households earning $50,000 plus annually and those age 35 to 54.
Figure 4. Household Income Distribution
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Figure 5. Educational Attainment
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2.1.6 Jobs to Housing Balance

The strong employment growth occurring in the Town Center area and the relatively
limited housing located directly in the core have contributed to a growing imbalance
between jobs and housing. This imbalance may be slightly overstated given the
prevalence of housing just outside the core and the recent introduction of new
townhome development, which is not accounted for in this data. Nevertheless, the
distance between where people live and where they work and/or shop exacerbates
traffic congestion, and data suggests that the gap will continue to widen over the next
decade.
As shown in the following chart, Town Center residents typically commute a much
shorter distance (in time) than Cobb County residents overall, while Town Center
employees tend to commute a much longer distance than the average worker in the
metro area. Thirty-four percent are commuting more than 45 minutes, compared to
24 percent in the metro area overall.
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Figure 6. Roundtrip Commute Times
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As the following graph indicates, the Town Center area now has a jobs-to-housing ratio
of 5.5, meaning the core has five-and-a-half times more jobs than households. This is
up significantly from 1990, when the ratio was only 2.5. For reference, the Atlanta
MSA averages approximately 1.5 jobs per household.
Figure 7. Relationship of Employment to Households
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The Town Center area is not alone in this high jobs-to-housing ratio. Long-term,
addressing the housing imbalance occurring in the core will be critical to the Town
Center area’s overall growth. At a minimum, not letting the ratio become more
imbalanced should be a goal. Providing new workforce housing opportunities in the
core, both rental and for sale, will be critical to this effort.
Consumer research provides some sense of the “pent up” demand for housing created
by the imbalance of jobs to housing. Approximately 26 percent of Town Center area
employees would be somewhat or very likely to move into a home in the area if their
desired housing type and price were available. This finding is similar to that of a
consumer research study for the Cumberland-Galleria area, where 22 percent of
employees would strongly consider living in the Cumberland-Galleria area. For more
detailed information on housing preference, please see Exhibits E through J in the
appendix.
2.2 Land Use Analysis

Understanding how land is used in the study area and how it can be used in the future
provides a basis for determining possible mixed-use opportunities and housing
opportunities. A windshield survey, taken in May 2004, identified existing land uses in
the study area. For the purpose of this study, land uses are divided into several
categories, as identified in Table 2.
Table 2. Land Uses Within the Study Area
Acres

Percent of
Total

Institutional

28

4.44%

Multifamily

37

5.91%

Office Park

35

5.60%

Retail

185

29.27%

Service Commercial

48

7.57%

Single-Family

47

7.41%

Single-Family Attached

8

1.28%

Undeveloped

244

38.51%

Total

632

Land Use
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Parcel level data is not available; therefore, the acreage and location of the land uses
are approximate. The Existing Land Use figure on the following page provides a
spatial view of land use.
The SuPurb study area contains an inordinate amount of undeveloped land
(39 percent). While this bodes well when considering development opportunities and
the ability to “create” a specific identity, it also delineates the need for land use policy
that can guide future development in the manner desired by the community. More than
29 percent of the study area is occupied by retail uses. However, this percentage also
includes the large expanse of parking areas that surround the retail centers, including
Town Center Mall. In addition, as stated in the economic overview, the area is
saturated with retail uses.
Although there is limited residential development, there is a mix of types. The
following are included within the study area:
Single Family (Hidden Forest Subdivision)
Townhomes
Apartment Complexes

Noticeably missing in the study area are “public” spaces, which can be anything from
small corner parks, to linear parks, to large open spaces meant for gatherings. All
39 percent of the undeveloped land is privately owned. The large parcels of
undeveloped land are located north of Big Shanty Road, at Chastain Road, and along
I-75. The primary natural area in the study area is located along Noonday Creek.
2.2.1 Office Market Overview

The Town Center area is included within the Northwest/I-75 office submarket. As of
mid-year 2004, the Northwest/I-75 submarket and Central Perimeter submarket are the
two largest office markets in the Atlanta region. Overall, the Northwest submarket has
17 percent of existing office square footage, or more than 27 million square feet.
Currently and indicative of the soft economy, the submarket has an overall vacany rate
of 19.4 percent, generally in line with the greater Atlanta region (20.1 percent).
The Northwest/I-75 submarket is dominated by the Cumberland-Galleria core but is
increasingly experiencing growth up I-75 toward Town Center. Similar to most
regional cores, Cumberland-Galleria has had a difficult three years, experiencing
negative office space absorption. The long-term prospects for Cumberland-Galleria,
however, are very positive, which has mixed implications for Town Center’s future
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growth. Historically, the plight of closer-in cores has fueled the growth of more distant
suburban cores, for example, the growth of the North Fulton core area as Perimeter
Center struggled with traffic congestion. In the near term, Cumberland-Galleria’s
continued growth may inhibit the growth of office development at Town Center.
However, the long-term trend may be the continued evolution of Town Center to more
of an office employment center.
The Kennesaw/Town Center area2 is comprised of 71 office buildings consisting of just
more than 3.7 million square feet, of which 3.2 million is occupied (12 percent of the
Northwest/I-75 submarket). With only a 13.6 percent vacancy rate and positive net
absorption in the past year and a half, the Kennesaw/Town Center area appears to be
outperforming the Northwest/I-75 submarket overall. Generally speaking, office space
in the Kennesaw/Town Center area offers a better value than other areas of the
Northwest submarket, with average lease rates of approximately $18.50 per square
foot, compared to $19.30 in Cumberland-Galleria but generally in line with Atlanta
overall ($18.58 average).
Kennesaw/Town Center currently functions as a “niche” office market. Tenants
generally choose to locate in this area either to be near a specific business or because it
is proximate to a decision maker’s home. The Town Center area does not generally
compete for office tenants at the same level as closer-in or larger office cores, such as
Cumberland, Perimiter Center or GA 400. One very encouraging finding from
consumer research is that those who work in Town Center are generally very happy
with where they are. When asked their preferred office location, Town Center scored a
4.2 (on a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being the best), with the second most favored location,
Alpharetta/North Point, scoring a 2.2 (see Exhibit L in the appendix).
Initial Outlook: In the near-term, demand for new office space should continue to
gradually recover from the languid pace of the recession. Long-term, given the volume
of employment growth anticipated in the Atlanta region, there will likely be growing
opportunities for Town Center to begin capturing a greater portion of regional
employment growth. In order to do so, more sustainable development practices will
need to be put in place. This includes creating a stronger identity both in general and
for office, infilling housing, and addressing traffic and mobility threats.

2

As generally defined by the local real estate industry and quantified by the CoStar Group.
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Office Demand Potential: To capitalize on the emerging trends of real estate and
continue its rate of employment growth, the Town Center area must position itself to
compete on a regional level and create an environment that is aesthetically appealing.
To quantify the extent to which Town Center may be able to capitalize on these trends,
we conducted a statistical demand analysis, taking into consideration regional job
growth, directions of growth, the Northwest submarket’s capture of the growth, and the
ability of Town Center to compete within the Northwest submarket.
The Atlanta Regional Commission projects that metro Atlanta will add 1.5 million net
new jobs over the next 25 years. Taking into account both historic and recent
absorptions for the Northwest submarket and assuming an aggressive and proactive
strategy to attract growth in the area, it is predicted that the Northwest submarket will
attract approximately 17.4 percent of the metro Atlanta job growth, or its “fair share”
of growth. It is further assumed that the Kennesaw/Town Center submarket can capture
its “fair share” of growth in the near term (19 percent) and increase its market share
over time as Cumberland and other closer-in locations are built out (increasing to
25 percent of demand in the northwest corridor) and that the large majority
(85 percent) of office demand in the Kennesaw/Town Center submarket will occur in
the Town Center area. The result is demand potential for 2.7 million additional square
feet of office space over the next 20 years. Although this is a significant amount of
space, it is only assuming net new demand for approximately 80,000 square feet
annually over the next five-year period (2005 to 2010), increasing to 200,000 square
feet annually between 2020 and 2025.
This relatively strong growth potential assumes that proactive steps will be taken to
correct traffic congestion in the Town Center area and that the general aesthetics of the
study area will continue to be improved. In addition, developers need incentives to help
reposition parcels that have begun to under perform. In the absense of proactive
involvement, the study area could easily lose these new jobs to greenfield
developments outside of the study area.
2.2.2 Retail Market Overview

At this point in time, retail is the predominant use in the Town Center area, and the
mall generally functions as the focal point for the CID. With nearly 8.6 million square
feet of retail space and another 460,000 under construction, the Kennesaw/Northwest
Cobb submarket (as defined by Dorey’s Retail Guide) has a vacancy rate of 8 percent,
which is below average for retail cores on the north side of Atlanta. The vacancy rate
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may be somewhat understated for the study area due to space that is vacant but leased,
a strategy that many “big-box” retailers use to keep out future competition even though
consumer demand does not support the excess space.
While most of the retail in the area is performing well relative to regional comparisons,
it is likely that some retail will evolve into other land uses in the long-term. For
example, some of the strip centers and even some of the big-box spaces are likely
“interim uses” when observed through a long-term lens, representing excess retail
space that will not be supported indefinitely. But overall, rents in the submarket are
fairly healthy, averaging $12 to $16 per square foot, representing the fourth highest
rents in the metro area. These rents are just behind Buckhead, Midtown, and North
Fulton – the premiere retail locations. Rents in the Town Center CID average $17 to
$24 per square foot. The reasons for the higher rents are the proximity to the mall and
the greater shopper traffic that it drives. The mall itself seems to be performing well. At
the completion of the master plan for the CID, sales per square foot averaged $395,
placing Town Center Mall in the upper decile of malls in the Southeast and among the
top perfoming malls in the Atlanta region.3
Retail in the Town Center CID area generally can be characterized as a regional mall
surrounded by strip malls and power centers, all of which have more of a regional than
a local-serving focus. There are unique stores, such as Galyans, as well as restaurants
and movie theaters that draw shoppers and patrons from throughout the I-75 north
corridor. The retail is highly dependent on nightime and weekend traffic for demand.
Most of the retail centers were built in the late 1980s and early 1990s, feature “could be
anywhere” retail architecture, and have ample parking (averaging more than five
spaces per 1,000 square feet of retail) that serves the stores well during Christmas and
other high-traffic shopping days. The retail currently lacks a strong sense of place and
the pedestrian orientation being employed in new, town village retail concepts that
provides shoppers the ability to walk throughout the entire development. Outside of the
area, The Avenues at East Cobb has been highly successful in competing with
Cumberland Mall for tenants. The Forum on Highway 141 in Norcross has been touted
as a local example of effectively providing the shopping experience that many seek.

3

Historic data indicates that Town Center Mall is sixth in the region in sales per square foot.
Lenox and Phipps are numbers one and two.
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Consumer research indicates significant demand for more lifestyle and entertainment
retail. As illustrated in Figure 8, sidewalk cafes and a live music venue are the most
sought after “retail” uses in the Town Center area.
Figure 8. Preferred Retail
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Initial Outlook: Retail in the Town Center area is strong but will need to “reinvent”
itself in order to maintain its competitive edge and not be bypassed for a new regional
mall or different retail concepts. Some strategies to help “reinvent” the area are as
follows:
n

n

n

Create a more walkable and connected retail experience at the mall, within mixeduse residential villages, and at the proposed Bus Rapid Transit station.
Pysically improve the character and appearance of existing retail to provide a
greater sense of location and to create a stronger destination. This could be done by
creating a more village-type center, comparable to The Avenues at East Cobb or
Vinings Jubilee, or by opening up the mall to create a stronger “streetscape” feel as
illustrated in the development plan.
Increase employment opportunities and housing in the CID to create additional
market audiences for retail and perhaps a greater balance between weekend and
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weekday demand. This would also create demand for more local-serving retail that
is more supportive of “village” retail.
Demand Outlook: Currently there is no unmet demand for retail in the study area.
With a regional mall and regional retail core, there is far more retail than can be
supported by the local population. Retailers’ success hinges on those within an 8- to
10-mile area coming to Town Center for their major shopping needs. A risk for
regional retail is a new regional mall farther out on I-575 and I-75, lessening demand in
Town Center, a trend we have seen play out for Gwinnett Place Mall, Mall of Georgia,
and Discover Mills.
The only additional demand potential for retail is for new retail formats, as indicated by
consumer research. As more residential development is introduced, there will likely be
support for additional neighborhood-serving retail such as a drug store and in the
longer-term an additional grocery store.
2.2.3 For-Sale Residential Market Overview

The Town Center area is located in Atlanta’s Favored Quarter and is within the
region’s largest concentration of executive housing. The Town Center area (defined as
zip codes 30066 and 30144) has been characterized by new housing in the $100,000 to
$150,000 range and increasingly (in the past two years) by new housing in the
$150,000 to $200,000 range. With the introduction of Steve McCauley’s Ridenour and
other higher-end communities, there has been an increase in demonstrated demand for
housing priced over $250,000 in the past few years.
Until recently, new home activity in the area was almost entirely detached housing.
The two zip codes averaged approximately 50 new, attached home sales annually,
typically in the $150,000 to $200,000 range. Townhome product in the Atlanta area has
been rapidly replacing entry-level, single-family housing and has been successful in
nearby and analogous locations. Over the past year and a half, this trend has become
evident in Town Center as well. The large majority of builders active in the Atlanta
townhome market are building townhomes in the Town Center area. Priced from the
$140,000s to the $180,000s, these townhome communities are a price alternative to
single-family homes and are selling anywhere from 5 to 10 homes per month,
primarily to first-time homebuyers.
We have also seen the introduction of four-plex ranches priced from $190,000 that
target the growing retiree demographic. Retiree buyers like the convenience of the
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location, which provides access and proximity to shopping and amenities. The
proposed senior healthcare facility will likely make the Town Center area even more
attractive for retiree buyers.
Initial Outlook: There will be continued demand for single-family homes in and
around the CID. It is likely that prices will continue to rise as prices in Marietta and
other closer-in locations escalate. More value-oriented, attached (townhomes as
demonstrated and condominiums, which have yet to be demonstrated) housing is a
viable, near-term opportunity for additional housing in the Town Center area. Longterm, housing will likely be supportable in mixed-use environments.
As discussed previously, consumer research suggests a potentially significant unmet
demand for housing in the area. Although many potential buyers seek a single-family
home, there is a relatively strong market for lofts, condominiums, and townhomes.
Figure 9. Types of Housing to Increase Likelihood of Living in the SuPurb
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As discussed previously, just under half of potential buyers are willing to make
tradeoffs in order to be close to work and/or to live in a unique environment, which
may increase the potential demand for lofts, condominiums, and townhomes.
Demand Outlook: Based on projected demographic trends, assuming job growth, and
based on consumer research on potential buyers’ feedback, relatively strong demand
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for new housing in the Town Center area is anticipated. Land prices are such that
single-family neighborhood development will likely be prohibitive, and new residential
development will be focused on townhomes in the near term with growing demand for
condominiums, lofts, and even some live-work units.
Attached product will continue to be a price alternative to new, single-family homes.
As such, the majority of demand will be for product from the low to mid $100,000s to
the mid $200,000s. Even without a major redevelopment plan, we estimate demand
potential for up to 100 new units annually over the next five years. This demand
potential likely increases to 135 annually with master-planned development, as
proposed in the development plan.
2.2.4 Rental Apartment Market Overview

Since the opening of Town Center Mall, the TCA has been a growing area for rental
apartment communities. Most of the apartment communities were built in the latter
half of the 1990s and feature attractive, garden-style construction. In the near term, the
rental market likely will continue to suffer from low interest rates and the subsequent
financial incentive to become a homeowner. Longer term, and even over the next five
years, apartments will continue to be a viable land use in the TCA.
Despite the overall softness in the apartment market, rents and occupancies in the
Town Center area remain fairly stable. Consumer research suggests continued demand
for relatively strong rents with 70 percent of respondents seeking an apartment for
greater than $750 per month.
Demand Outlook: Long-term demand for rental apartments will likely remain strong
in the Town Center area, especially in light of continuing employment growth in the
area. Long term, there will be greater opportunity to provide somewhat more upscale,
higher-density apartments in a mixed-use setting.
Robert Charles Lesser and Company demand estimates suggest that the Town Center
area could support up to 700 additional apartments annually over the next five years.
Much of this demand (70 percent) is emanating from existing renters in turnover, while
30 percent is from renters new to the area. With the introduction of unique, mixed-use
development concepts, the Town Center area could have the potential to support up to
850 new apartments every five years. This demand potential likely exceeds the
development potential and therefore suggests potential for some higher-end, lifestyle
apartment development.
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2.3 Zoning

Current zoning regulations in the Town Center area do not support the type of
development envisioned by the community during the LCI process. In fact, existing
zoning districts are mostly segregated by use and allow conventional suburban style
densities contrary to the densities appropriate to a regional activity center. Cobb
County is already in the process of revising zoning regulations with a proposed
“Redevelopment Overlay District” that allows a mix of higher-density residential,
office, and retail uses. The following are key highlights of the existing zoning in the
study area as they relate to the SuPurb study goals (see the figure on the following page
for a spatial view of existing zoning):
n

n

n

n

The Hidden Forest subdivision is currently zoned R-20, which allows low-density,
single-family dwelling units.
Parcels along the periphery of the mall are presently zoned General Commercial
(GC), which allows for commercial uses but does not allow multifamily
residential.
The area south of Big Shanty Road, east of retail uses along Busbee Drive, is
currently Community Retail Commercial (CRC), which limits residential choices.
Parcels along Chastain Road are zoned either Commercial (GC or OS) or
Residential (RM-12), neither of which allows for a mixture of uses. Similarly,
parcels along Barrett Parkway are zoned GC.

2.4 Transportation

Transportation is a critical element in determining how an area functions – whether it is
automobile related or pedestrian oriented. The project team inventoried the existing
transportation network with regard to roadways, sidewalks, bicycle facilities, transit,
and parking.
2.4.1 Roadways

The street pattern in the TCA SuPurb is suburban with a pseudo-grid pattern. Major
arterial corridors that carry most of the traffic entering and leaving the area include
Barrett Parkway, Chastain Road, I -75, and I-575. Collector roads include George
Busbee Parkway, Busbee Parkway, and Big Shanty Road. These roadways provide
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access and traffic circulation within the area as well as to and from the residential,
commercial, and industrial areas of the CID. See the figure on the following page for
an overview of the transportation network. This network is controlled by limited
movement east-west and north-south. The only east-west connections from the study
area to the surrounding area are Chastain Road and Barrett Parkway. The only northsouth connector is Busbee Parkway.
Two interstate freeways help carry large volumes of traffic to and from the SuPurb
area. Both I-75 and I-575 have interchanges at Barrett Parkway and Chastain Road.
Additional access to the interstate is planned via proposed HOV lanes on Big Shanty
Road and a BRT access road to the proposed BRT station (more information is
provided later in this report for the proposed BRT station). Preliminary engineering is
under way to extend Big Shanty Road across the interstate, which will provide an
additional east-west connection.
2.4.2 Traffic Analysis

An analysis of traffic conditions was a key aspect of the RoadMap planning process
and included the identification of several projects. Relevant projects are identified
below.
n

Prepare warrant study
- Busbee Parkway at Town Center Drive
- George Busbee Parkway at Towne Park Drive

n

Upgrade traffic controllers
- Busbee Parkway at Big Shanty Road
- Busbee Parkway at Old Wal-Mart
- Busbee Parkway at Town Center North
- Busbee Parkway at Town Center South

n

Install fiber communication
- Busbee Parkway from Town Park Drive to Chastain Road
- Busbee Parkway from Town Center Drive to Barrett Parkway
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n

Reassign intersection lanes
- Town Center Drive at Mall Boulevard

n

Retime traffic signals
- Busbee Parkway (Big Shanty Road to Barrett Parkway)

2.4.3 Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities
2.4.3.1 Sidewalks

Pedestrian mobility is a method of measuring how well the environment promotes
pedestrian travel. Specific items taken into account include the existence and quality of
pedestrian facilities, roadway conditions (road widths and traffic volumes and speeds),
land use patterns, community support, security and comfort for walking, building
accessibility, crosswalk availability, and distance between common destinations.
Sidewalks 4 to 5 feet in width exist on all roadways in the Town Center area; however,
pedestrian amenities that make pedestrian movement a more attractive and viable
transportation option are noticeably missing. The residential areas also have sidewalks,
with many located on one side of the street; however, a lack of continuity and
connectivity limits pedestrian movement. According to the Cobb County zoning
ordinance, sidewalks are required on either the north or the east side of all residential
subdivision streets from the beginning of such street to a point no greater than
1,300 feet from the radius of the cul-de-sac. However, if there is a dedicated county
street intersection on either side of the street within 1,300 feet of the cul-de-sac, the
sidewalk will be constructed to such intersection. Sidewalks are also required on all
abutting external streets. When a development abuts both sides of the road, and when
the roadway classification is an arterial or a major or minor collector, sidewalks are
required on both sides. The Georgia Accessibility Code and the Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA) require sidewalks to be 4 feet wide for interior pathways and
5 feet wide for exterior and nonresidential pathways. Sidewalks are not required in
areas zoned R-80 or along roadways classified as rural roads.
2.4.3.2 Multiuse Facilities

Several planned multiuse facilities could impact the Town Center area, including the
Noonday Creek Trail along Noonday Creek. Within the study area, the proposed trail
will originate at the Bells Ferry Road Bridge and travel west, primarily along the
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northern side of the creek toward Cobb Parkway, then go south along Cobb Parkway,
connecting to planned trails in Ridenour. A trail extension off the Noonday Creek Trail
is planned to connect to Kennesaw State University. Additional plans include an
extension of the trail through Ridenour to Greers Chapel Road, providing access to
Kennesaw Mountain National Battlefield Park. Currently, Noonday Creek acts as a
barrier to future development and new roadway connections. A trail system along
Noonday Creek can act as an impetus for development.
2.4.3.3 Bicycle Routes

The Cobb County Bicycle Transportation Plan includes three planned bicycle routes
that impact the study area. These routes are delineated along major routes and include:
n

n

n

Chastain Road from Cobb Parkway to Bells Ferry Road
Barrett Lakes Boulevard from Barrett Parkway to Chastain Road (part of the Cobb
County Trail Plan)
Frey Road from Chastain Road to Shiloh Road (part of the Cobb County Trail
Plan)

2.4.4 Transit

Cobb County Transit (CCT) provides transit service in the CID area and is managed by
the Cobb County Department of Transportation (DOT). The transit service operates
Monday through Saturday. Cobb County is updating its transit plan to address existing
services, performance monitoring, and funding sources.
The bus routes that service the study area include:
§

Route 40 – This route travels from Marietta to Kennesaw State University via
Bells Ferry Road and Busbee Parkway.

§

Route 45 – This route travels from Marietta to Town Center Mall via Cobb
Parkway (U.S. 41) and Barrett Parkway with access to Chastain Meadows
Industrial Park on Chastain Meadows Parkway.

§

Route 100 – This route operates express, peak-hour service from a park-and-ride
lot near Town Center Mall traveling to Atlanta via I-75.
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2.4.4.1 Northwest Connectivity Study/Proposed BRT

The Georgia Regional Transportation Authority (GRTA) initiated a federally funded
study, the Northwest Connectivity Study, to examine potential improvements to
transportation connections among key activity centers within the same area as the
Northwest Corridor Light Rail Study. The study will also examine the impacts of local
circulation systems, including one in the Town Center area.
A locally preferred alternative has been selected that includes Bus Rapid Transit from
the Town Center area to the Arts Center MARTA station. A BRT, also known as a flex
trolley, is basically a train-on-wheels that uses a dedicated lane along the highway;
however, the current alternative has the BRT system sharing the HOV lanes with other
vehicles. Anticipated daily system boardings are between 34,000 and 41,000
passengers. The current alternative also includes a BRT station between I-75 and I-575
near Big Shanty Road.
The next step in the planning process is an environmental assessment. The BRT line
and HOV lanes could be operational as early as 2010. GRTA has also committed to
eventually initiating BRT service along U.S. 41 in Cobb County and Marietta
Boulevard in northwest Atlanta. These BRT lines will connect with the I-285 BRT
route recently approved by ARC.
2.4.4.2 Shuttle Service

CobbRides has provided a holiday shuttle service for the TCA since 2000, providing
service to and from Town Center Mall and the surrounding area. In 2003, CobbRides
initiated a pilot study to determine the feasibility of operating a year-round shuttle
service. A key factor in this study was starting the shuttle service in October, well
before the holiday season. Results of this study indicate a good potential for a
permanent shuttle; however, funding is an issue.
2.4.4.3 Park and Ride

CCT provides one park-and-ride lot in the TCA: the Busbee Parkway/Busbee Drive
Park-and-Ride Lot. This lot is located near the intersection of George Busbee Parkway
and Busbee Drive.
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2.4.5 Parking

Parking is a subcomponent of the transportation network; the amount of land devoted
to parking can affect a person’s choice of travel mode. Buildings surrounded by large
expanses of parking tend to promote automobile-oriented travel. As any casual
observer can see, the TCA study area contains enormous amounts of parking areas. In
fact, more than 20 acres of the study area is used solely for parking. Off-street parking
is restricted in the TCA CID area by general design requirements and required to be
located upon a lot or parcel that abuts a public street by at least 50 feet. The required
number of parking spaces is listed by type of establishment in Cobb County Code
Section 134-272.
2.5 Urban Form

The project team reviewed existing landscaping and design features within the study
area, including signage, lighting, architectural form, options for open space, and
community plazas/facilities. The urban design analysis figure on the following page
illustrates perceptual characteristics, such as subdistricts within the study area,
pedestrian and vehicular connections that unify these districts, overall character, and
natural features and resources.
Town Center is uniquely wedged between two interstate highways, giving it a
considerable advantage in terms of vehicular access compared to most retail centers in
metro Atlanta. However, this also results in traffic congestion on two of the area’s
primary corridors: Chastain Road and Barrett Parkway. Recent pedestrian and bicycle
improvements on both of these corridors have improved pedestrian safety and general
aesthetics but have not had any significant impact on vehicular movement. In terms of
transit investment, CCT currently provides bus facilities that connect the Town Center
Mall area to Kennesaw, Cumberland, and Marietta. CCT has also opened a 360-space
park-and-ride facility at Busbee Drive that allows commuters to take transit to
Midtown. In addition, this location is planned to be the terminus of the bus rapid transit
station currently under study by the Georgia Regional Transit Authority.
Noonday Creek, which bisects the study area, is a resource with the potential to be a
great amenity to residents and employees of the Town Center area. In addition to being
a much needed open space, a proposed greenway/multiuse path along the creek will
provide a non-vehicular connection between Kennesaw State University and the mall.
Public open spaces, parks, plazas, etc. are the missing pieces in Town Center, with
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most residents limited to using the mall food court or surrounding restaurants as
gathering spaces.
The urban design analysis clearly illustrates that as Town Center aspires to become a
high-density, mixed-use node, it has to overcome significant pedestrian and street
connectivity challenges. Large suburban-scale block sizes with poor parcel
interconnectivity are a deterrent to any future urban, compact development. Also, the
current lack of sidewalk connectivity, along with an unsafe and uncomfortable
pedestrian environment, detracts from an efficient use of current and future transit in
Town Center. The difficult topography adds to the challenge for pedestrians and
bicyclists.
Despite these challenging issues, development within the study area continues to
thrive. Two of the three large economic generators in the Town Center core, Town
Center Mall and Kennesaw State University, are within the study area boundaries.
Forging a strong relationship between these two facilities will be beneficial to both
groups. A better physical linkage through bike paths, roads, trails, etc. will be
necessary to encourage this relationship.
In summary, Town Center is continuing to flourish as a commercial center as a result
of its advantages of location, access, and land price. But if left unchecked, unplanned
growth will hamper this vitality. Eventually, Town Center may face issues similar to
other metro Atlanta centers such as Perimeter and Cumberland, which are struggling to
keep their market share. Investing in sustainable land uses and connectivity networks
and attention to pedestrian safety are key for keeping Town Center competitive in the
Atlanta market.
2.6 Issues and Opportunities
2.6.1 Community Involvement

A community preference survey was employed at the first community meeting and
then brought “on the road” to engage the Kennesaw State University student and
faculty population in the planning process. The community preference survey was
designed primarily to identify design preferences, which are highlighted in the
following section. However, this survey also identified key issues and opportunities
within the SuPurb study area. Key issues mentioned include the following:
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n

n

Lack of current housing opportunities
Limited multimodal accessibility between Kennesaw State University and the core
area

n

A desire for additional transit options

n

A lack of a “town center” identity

n

A desire for additional commercial services, such as grocery stores and personal
care services

These issues were further supported by an analysis of strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities, and threats by area stakeholders. The issues/opportunities identified are
listed below and are organized into categories.
2.6.1.1 Infrastructure
n

n

n

Improving the infrastructure outside the study area is very important to future
development in the study area.
Concentrate on improving existing infrastructure.
Use infrastructure investments (greenspace, roads, and sidewalks) to guide future
development.

n

Kennesaw State University will need additional parking in three to four years.

n

Need consistent wayfinding and signage.

n

Noonday Creek can be an amenity, currently an eyesore and a barrier.

2.6.1.2 Interaction with Areas Outside of Study Core
n

Need transitional areas along perimeter of the study area.

n

Chastain Road has more potential for retail than office.

n

Kennesaw State University has access problems along Chastain Road.
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n

Pay attention to land use along the boundaries and avoid conflict.

2.6.1.3 Connectivity
n

Connectivity needs to be fine grain and connect one village center to another.

n

Kennesaw State University students need to be able to access the area.

n

Need a multimodal grid network including shuttles.

n

Need shuttle service between Kennesaw State University and mall.

2.6.1.4 Land Use
n

Higher density should occur along greenspace.

n

Northeast quadrant is good for residential and restaurants.

n

n

Need a convention center, entertainment, and affordable housing (student
population).
Kennesaw State University has limited funding for new buildings.

2.6.1.5 Implementation
n

Concentrate on finding funding.

n

Need a strong policy framework to guide land use.

2.6.2 Development Opportunities

Understanding the development context is an important step in planning for infill and
redevelopment. Planned transportation improvements, stakeholder input on
development plans, and the planning team’s assessment of building use, occupancy,
and condition were taken into consideration while analyzing opportunities for shortterm and long-term development. Some projects are already under way in this area,
including the new BrandsMart retail center and new townhouses, both located on
Busbee Drive.
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The Development Opportunities figure on the following page shows undeveloped land
in the study area (illustrated in light green). Within the study area, the largest such
opportunity is an approximately 50-acre parcel north of Big Shanty Road. This parcel
can be only partially developed since the central portion is occupied by a large
retention pond. Other such opportunities include parcels along the ring road of the mall
and a few parcels along the interstate.
The areas illustrated in dark orange are categorized as likely to be short-term
opportunities because stakeholders have exhibited interest in redeveloping these
parcels in the near future. Short-term improvements are mainly concentrated in the
three “villages” identified in the master plan and include the mall, the BRT station, and
the Hidden Forest subdivision. Stakeholder interviews with mall operators indicate
their vision of developing the underutilized land around the mall ring road. Similar to
most malls, Town Center Mall is surrounded by a sea of parking lots that could be
consolidated into parking decks, allowing for additional commercial and residential
development. The BRT plans include a station at Town Center currently under review
as part of the Northwest Connectivity Corridor Study. Finally, the Hidden Forest
subdivision is a 51-acre area with about 50 single-family houses built in the late 1960s.
With the area changing at an accelerated pace, development pressures have prompted
an interest among homeowners to sell and redevelop the area into a higher-density
residential development.
Parcels in light orange are targeted for potential long-term developments. Most of these
parcels are aging strip shopping centers, outparcel restaurants or big-box retail centers.
Based on the assumption that typical retail has a productive life of about 20 years, the
map demarcates all such parcels as changing over the next 25 years. Kennesaw State
University’s facility along Busbee Drive is also marked for additional build-out based
on discussions with university personnel and their overall plans for expansion. Other
opportunities in the study area include the revitalization of Noonday Creek, town
center trails and open space (greenway venues), and the redevelopment of Chastain
Road as a major office and retail corridor.
As illustrated in the Development Opportunities figure, there is a massive potential for
redevelopment over the next 25 to 30 years. Strategic planning at this stage can create
the right platform for high-quality, sustainable development as Town Center continues
to change.
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2.7 Policy and Implementation Framework

Several organizations, including Cobb County, Cobb Chamber of Commerce, Georgia
Regional Transportation Authority, Kennesaw State University, TCA CID, and
CobbRides, are involved in a variety of activities within the Town Center area.
Successful implementation of the recommendations for the study area will be tied to
the support of each of these organizations.
2.7.1 Cobb County

The study area is located entirely within Cobb County’s jurisdiction. Cobb County
departments, particularly Community Development, Transportation, and Economic
Development, guide policy and development that affect land use, transportation, and
development. Cobb County Community Development oversees a comprehensive plan
that guides long-term land use decisions, a zoning ordinance that guides existing
development, and development regulations that establish standards for actual site
development. In addition, Community Development oversees the acquisition of
greenspace in support of the Cobb County Green Space Plan. Cobb County DOT
oversees the existing transportation infrastructure within the study area, including
traffic signals, road improvements, pedestrian/bicycle improvements, and transit
service. Economic Development serves as a liaison between the County and the
business community. This department also manages Enterprise Zones, which are
designed to stimulate economic activity in areas with the potential for growth.
Emphasis is placed on redevelopment and/or assisting in the assemblage of property
for development.
2.7.2 Cobb Chamber of Commerce

The Cobb Chamber of Commerce is an advocate for community and economic
development for Cobb County. As with most chambers of commerce, the Cobb
Chamber acts as a nongovernmental promotion agent for business development. Key
targets of the Cobb Chamber are economic development, small business, education,
government relations, membership development, transportation, and marketing/
communications. The Cobb Chamber administers the Development Authority of Cobb
County.
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2.7.3 Georgia Regional Transportation Authority

The Georgia Regional Transportation Authority is the state authority that works to
improve the state of Georgia’s mobility, air quality, and land use practices within areas
designated for non-attainment. GRTA is in the process of developing plans for a BRT
system that includes a BRT station in the study area (as previously mentioned). The
proposed BRT project is a continuation of two previous efforts, including the GDOT
I-75/I-575 HOV Lanes Extension Project and GRTA’s Northwest Connectivity Study.
2.7.4 Kennesaw State University

Kennesaw State University is located directly outside of the study area, with one
facility within the study area: the A.L. Burruss Institute. The RoadMap identified the
need for better connections to the university. In addition, Kennesaw State University is
currently undergoing a master planning process that will identify future facility needs.
2.7.5 TCA CID/CobbRides

The TCA CID is a self-taxing district designed to promote infrastructure
improvements, provide additional services and resources for parks and recreation areas
and facilities, and guide land use planning and development consistent with Cobb
County’s coordinated and comprehensive planning. The TCA CID is governed by a
seven-member board of directors. The TCA CID is in its second term and has a
remaining five-year lifespan. Commercial property owners who are members of the
CID pay an additional 5 mills on their property tax to advance road projects, sidewalks,
and other improvements to provide accessibility and mobility within the Town Center
area. The SuPurb study is one of numerous studies and has funded several
transportation projects undertaken by the CID.
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3. Defining SuPurb
The primary purpose of the TCA LCI study was to create a vision with
implementable steps that, when undertaken, will promote great livability, improve
mobility, and provide for residential and commercial development alternatives within
the study area.
Creating this vision started with the involvement of the community, including
property owners, organizations, and residents by engaging them in the identification
of design preferences, the development of goals and objectives, and the creation of
potential development scenarios. This input was supplemented with results from the
existing conditions assessment, including the market assessment described in the
previous section. By assessing public values and by further identifying and
understanding the individuals and groups that would be interested in the study,
policies and strategies emerged.
3.1 Determining Design Preferences

As mentioned in the previous section, a community preference survey was used to
identify key design preferences. Results from the community preference survey are
illustrated in the photos to the right. Key design features most favored include:
Two- to three-story residential, including townhomes, apartments, and condominiums
Greenspace, including green parks, linear green areas, and community plazas
Transportation options, including wide sidewalks, transit, and bicycle lanes
3.2 Determining Goals and Objectives

The RoadMap planning process included the development of goals and objectives for
the CID area. These goals and objectives were presented at community meetings and
at stakeholder meetings to determine applicability to the SuPurb study area. The
following represents the goals and objectives for the SuPurb:
Goal One: Improve Mobility and Connectivity for All Users
n

Improve traffic operations to facilitate the flow of traffic

n

Improve connectivity within the Town Center area and to areas outside

Favored Design Preferences
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n

Increase multimodal mobility to improve accessibility for pedestrians and
bicyclists

Goal Two: Increase Economic Vitality
n

n

Maximize and enhance development potential that allows for a high quality of
living, including greenspace (e.g., Noonday Creek Trail)
Identify and create a unique identity by building on current strengths and
opportunities

Goal Three: Balance Land Use and Transportation
n

Establish land use policies to encourage desired land use patterns

n

Provide infrastructure to support future growth

Goal Four: Create an Innovative and Implementable Plan
n

n

n

Identify funding opportunities for projects, programs, and policies
Plan and implement short-term projects that focus on immediate problems and that
are easily implementable
Identify innovative long-term transportation solutions

3.3 Creating Development Scenarios

In an effort to gain consensus from the stakeholder community on the future growth in
Town Center, the planning team initially identified three potential scenarios based on
land use, density, and infrastructure improvements. Each scenario takes into
consideration current land use patterns as well as the market potential.
Scenario A uses a “conservation approach” targeting development on key sites that are
likely to develop in the near future. The design recommends a restaurant row leading to
the mall and designed around a central plaza. The scenario also proposes mixed-use
development at two other sites: the Hidden Forest subdivision and the potential BRT
station location. Existing roads are used to support this new development with some
minor infrastructure improvements to distribute traffic impacts.
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Scenario B uses a moderately aggressive strategy creating a network of greenspace to
link proposed development projects and some additional office commercial along the
interstate highway. This approach calls for creating some new internal roads to provide
access to the proposed developments.
Scenario C offers the most aggressive approach, assuming that most of the Town
Center area will redevelop, which will require an urban street connectivity pattern and
major open space investment. The following table summarizes these development
scenarios.
Table 3. Development Scenario Comparisons
Feature

Scenario A

Scenario B

Scenario C

Overall Approach

Least aggressive

Moderately aggressive

Very aggressive

Housing
Development

Low density; variety including
single-family, townhomes, and
multifamily (+/-1,270 units)

Townhome focus but includes
multifamily and mixed-use
residential (+/-2,700 units)

Apartment/loft/condominium
focus (+/-3,600 units)

Office Development

Near BRT* only
(+/-550,000 square feet)

Near BRT* and Barrett Parkway
(+/-1,000,000 square feet)

Near BRT*/Barrett Parkway and at
higher densities (+/-2,100,000
square feet)

Retail Development/
Mixed-Use

Restaurant row at mall
(+/-80,000 square feet)

Restaurant row; mixed-use
villages; outparcels and mall
(+/-350,000 square feet)

Two large mixed-use villages
(+/-530,000 square feet)

Town Center Mall

Minimal change (restaurant row)

Open Space
Development

Multiple but small village center
plazas

Infrastructure

Minimal new roads

Moderate amount of new roads

New urban grid

Parking

All surface parking (except for
BRT*)

New decks in all three villages

Market Absorption

Conservative (less than market**)

BRT* deck and limited decks at
mall development
Moderate (comparable to the
market**)

Partial parking lot
redevelopment
Multiple village center plazas;
linear connection between
Barrett Parkway and Chastain
Road

Full parking lot redevelopment
Multiple large parks/plazas; linear
connection between Barrett
Parkway and Chastain Road

Aggressive (very long-term
market**)

*Proposed Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) Station
**Based on Town Center Area Master Plan completed in April 2004
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These three scenarios were tested at various public workshops and stakeholder sessions
against community desires, market viability, and required infrastructure investments.
Specifically, community members were engaged during a design workshop, at which
they were separated into groups and asked to “redesign” the development scenarios.
Results from this workshop are included below.
3.3.1 Proposed BRT Station Area
n

n

n

n

The BRT station will need to be in open air.
The new expansion for Children’s Healthcare requires at least
an area of 4 acres. The most logical location for expansion to
occur is at the intersection between Big Shanty Road and
Busbee Drive.
There is a general consensus on joining the proposed BRT
station and the existing park-and-ride into a new transportation
center.

Community members designing
SuPurb.

The BRT station village should include a central greenspace
connecting all the different uses in the area, including office
space, some amount of retail, and housing (possibly student
housing).

3.3.2 Proposed Town Center Mall Redevelopment Area
n

n

n

n

A greenway at the “back” of the mall was suggested to create a
main-street type of entrance including retail at the edges of the
street.
If possible, the construction of parking decks at the back of said retail would be of
general service and may even include service reserved for housing proposed at the
other side of the road.
The area on the opposite side of the mall, across Noonday Creek, should be
reserved as a neighborhood or “living” area.
A connecting road going north-south over Noonday Creek would alleviate traffic
going through the only current north-south connection (Busbee Drive).
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n

n

Creation of a “greenway” was suggested to connect the two sides (mall area and
new housing community).
Townhouses, already proposed for the back part of the retail on Busbee Drive,
should be of a higher density than previously envisioned.

3.3.3 Streetscape Elements

Meeting participants also provided input for preferred streetscape elements for
benches, lights, sidewalks, landscaping, and trash receptacles. Results from this
exercise are summarized below.
3.3.3.1 Benches
n

Vertical slatted metal

n

Classic Series Model CR-138

n

Length: 6 feet

n

Color: VS Black

n

Manufacturer: Victor Stanley

3.3.3.2 Trash Receptacles
n

Vertical slatted metal

n

T Series Model T-32

n

Color: VS Black

n

Manufacturer: Victor Stanley
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3.3.3.3 Bike Rack
n

A tubular steel, ribbon rack

n

Prairie Sites Series BK-3

n

Length: Varies

n

Color: VS Black

n

Manufacturer: Victor Stanley

3.3.3.4 Pedestrian Lights
n

A traditional style light, similar to the street light at Kennesaw State
University

n

Octagonal Lantern Series

n

Fixture: Arlington Series Post Top

n

Fixture Height: 27¼ inches

n

Pole and Base: H12C/10-CA

n

Pole Height: 12 feet

n

Color: CA/BK

n

Manufacturer: Holophane

3.4 Market Support

Results from the meetings were evaluated against market demand. Table 4 illustrates
potential build-out estimates for the development areas.
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Table 4. Potential Build-Out Estimates for Development Areas
Development Type
BRT Station Area
Mixed-Use Office Lofts
Mixed-Use Residential Lofts
Student/Market-Rate Housing
Storefront Retail/Office
Office Mid-Rise
New Institutional/Healthcare
Town Center Village
Single-Family Townhomes
Low-Rise Apartments/Condos
Mid-Rise Apartments/Condos
High-Rise Apartments/Condos
Storefront Retail

Rough Quantity
+/-55
+/-70
+/-500
+/-100,000
+/-600,000
+/-80,000
+/-100
+/-1,000
+/-750
+/-600
+/-150,000

Comments

units
units
units
square feet
square feet
square feet

(Above storefront retail/office; 2 to 3 stories)
(Above storefront retail/office; 2 to 3 stories)
(Standalone development pads; 3 stories)
(Surrounding new town green)
(Standalone development pads; 4 stories)
(Children's expansion; new seniors' facility)

units

(Some already planned)
(+/-3 stories – north end of property and on
loop road)
(+/-5 stories – on north side of greenway)
(+/-8 stories – corners of town green)
(Restaurant row/mall retail on town green)

units
units
units
square feet

Making investments to improve traffic congestion and to create stronger social
infrastructure are key to the success of future commercial and residential development.
The greatest lesson learned from consumer research is the desire for more social and
cultural venues within the Town Center area. Traffic congestion is clearly the number
one priority for respondents and the key issue to be addressed for market success of
future development, which does not come as a surprise. What is surprising are the
issues raised immediately after the traffic issue and the importance of creating a social
network to create a sense of place:
n

n

n

When asked what would encourage people to visit the Town Center area more
frequently, parks and community events/festivals followed “better-timed traffic
lights.”
As previously mentioned, sidewalk cafés and a live music venue were the two
most desired new retailers.
When asked what their future vision for the Town Center area is, eight of the top
ten “visions” have a strong focus on community, events, recreation, and other
social aspects.
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3.5 The Framework Plan

The Framework Plan is a culmination of the community’s vision and the planning
team’s analysis of potential future development in the study area. Responses from
community events have resulted in a vision that is a synthesis of the three scenarios
presented above. As illustrated on the following page in the Framework Plan figure,
there are six key sites for future investment:
1. Town Center Mixed-Use Village: Town Center Mall is one of the largest economic
generators in the area. The plan recommends adding additional density around the mall
building and creating a central gathering space or the “Town Green.” High-density
mixed uses would surround the mall with predominantly residential uses along the
north fronting Noonday Creek and office development closer to Barrett Parkway. In
addition to enhancing the identity of the Town Center area, this development is
essential for ensuring the economic longevity of the mall.
2. High-Density Office Mixed-Use: Barrett Parkway has good interstate access and
hence provides an ideal location for office development. The road currently has a mix
of new and aging retail developments in addition to some restaurants and hotels. Based
on the assumption that such retail has a limited lifespan, high-density office
development is envisioned along Barrett Parkway and on some mall outparcels over
the next 15 to 20 years.
3. Transit (BRT) Center Development: The planned BRT station has opened up
tremendous opportunities for transit-oriented, high-density development in the
surrounding area. The plan envisions a mixed-use village with multifamily residential,
supporting retail, and office buildings in one complex connected by open space.
4. Chastain Mixed-Use: Chastain Road, similar to Barrett Parkway, is uniquely located
with good access to both I-75 and I-575. As a result, it is an ideal location for retail and
commercial uses. But unlike current development patterns, it is recommended that new
development incorporate high-density office with supporting retail. The retail could
potentially have continuous frontage along Chastain Road with buildings pulled up
closer to the road and parking and service designed to be in the rear.
5. Noonday Creek Residential Village: Market analyses show a demand for
multifamily housing within the Town Center core. The parcels north and south of Big
Shanty Road are good locations for such residential development. Along with available
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land, the area also has the advantage of good access to the mall in addition to being a
quarter of a mile (five-minute) walk from the proposed BRT station.
6. Town Center Trails/Open Space: As described in the Urban Design Analysis
section, Noonday Creek provides an opportunity for developing a much-needed public
space in the Town Center area. It is recommended that a continuous greenway connect
the mall and Big Shanty Road and provide links to the Noonday Creek Trail. In the
future, this trail could be continued through the existing office park development and
vacant property north of Big Shanty Road, to connect to Chastain Road. Based on
location and opportunity, this greenway could be on or off the street.
On the whole, the Framework Plan defines a vision for creating several new “urban”
neighborhoods, connected by a more walkable core and a new “downtown” for the
Town Center area.
3.5.1 Focus Areas

The focus areas build upon the Framework Plan and illustrate the specificities of
building type, density, and design character for key areas within Town Center. The
Town Center village and BRT station have been selected for detailed analysis on the
basis of stakeholder comments and short-term development potential. These focus
areas can provide the first key steps for initiating mixed-use development in the
SuPurb.
3.5.1.1 Town Center Village

The first site, as illustrated in the figure on the following page, represents the area just
north and south of Noonday Creek. This includes the northern part of the mall and the
Hidden Forest subdivision. Community input identified Noonday Creek as a significant
amenity for the area, and anticipated that improvements to the creek would spur new
development. Therefore, the proposed development is centered on a planned trail along
the creek. The overall vision for new development calls for adding new residential
developments and creating a gateway into the mall. The key component necessary for
the success of this plan is a connection over Noonday Creek, linking the Hidden Forest
area to the mall. This connection is essential for the following reasons:
n

Opening up development opportunities for the Hidden Forest subdivision site

n

Implementing the goal of creating a street network to distribute vehicular traffic
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n

n

Providing a much-needed pedestrian connection between the new development
and the mall
Creating a greenway or trail that connects proposed development and the planned
trail along Noonday Creek

The proposed Town Center village has two key components: mixed-use at the mall and
multifamily residential north of the creek. The centerpiece of the mall area
development is a wide “central green” that links the ring road of the mall to the north
entrance of the mall building. A new “restaurant row” with storefront retail and
outdoor dining lines the central green, creating a compact urban main-street,
pedestrian-friendly environment.
As described in the market study,
new residential development is
crucial to creating a 24-hour live,
work, and play environment.
Building on this concept, three- to
four-storied multifamily residential
development lines the parcels along
the ring road. Two eight- to tenstoried residential towers frame the
new development, creating a
gateway into the main street as
illustrated on the next page. The
Town Center Mall north entrance – Before
new residential development is
supported by parking decks
designed to be enclosed within the
development and visually
concealed from the main street.
This development has been
designed such that it can be built in
phases based on market demand
and feasibility.
Residential development north of
the creek varies in type and density.
Townhouses are designed closer to
Busbee Drive, as a continuation of
a townhouse development currently

Town Center Mall north entrance – After
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planned. Extending the concept of continuous open space, multifamily buildings are
designed to front courtyards with a wide greenway along a new road that extends from
Noonday Creek to Big Shanty Road. Taller buildings (four to five stories) front the
creek to take advantage of the views, while two- to three-storied buildings are planned
along Big Shanty Road. This new residential development is envisioned to be a highquality development, with walk-up ground level units, concealed parking lots, and
internal sidewalks.
3.5.1.2 BRT Station Development

The second area for detailed planning is the site surrounding the potential BRT station.
The conceptual plan, shown on the following page, is based on the overall objectives
defined by the Northwest Connectivity Study (NWCS) team and takes into
consideration the goals defined by the SuPurb. While the planning team understands
that the site plan may be modified as the Environmental Impact Study (EIS) is
completed, we hope that the transit-oriented, mixed-use development supported by the
LCI Plan is implemented in the final station area design.
The proposed BRT station
area is designed around
future transportation
improvements, including
the Big Shanty Road
Extension and the new
HOV exit ramp off I-75.
The parking deck
supporting the BRT
station is intentionally
located closer to I-75 and
the Big Shanty Extension
to allow efficient access
and to maximize the
physical acreage for new
Future BRT station and supporting development
transit-oriented
development. Based on input from the NWCS team, an open-to-sky bus drop-off area
is located such that it has direct access to the HOV ramp. The development around the
BRT station deck is designed to potentially occur in phases. In the short term, a central
greenspace bordering mid-rise (four- to six-storied) loft-style residential and office
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with storefront retail or office will provide an anchor to the overall development along
with an opportunity for transit riders to live or work close to the station.
As the Town Center market matures and some of the strip retail surrounding the station
starts aging, it is expected that this retail will be replaced by higher-density, mixed-use
development contributing to transit ridership. Mid-rise office development is planned
along Busbee Drive to take advantage of good vehicular access and frontage. The
BrandsMart property just north of the MARTA station will be replaced by multifamily
residential, which could support the need for increased student housing based on
Kennesaw State University’s planned expansion. The plan anticipates that the
university will expand east of I-75 in the future, with new classrooms or conference
facility expansions on the A.L Burruss site. It is also projected that the Children’s
Healthcare campus will expand to include a seniors’ healthcare facility and to take
advantage of the transit link to their site. The short-term redevelopment and the longterm redevelopment are shown on the following pages.
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4. Getting to SuPurb
The SuPurb study must result in an action-oriented plan. Without implementation, a
study is doomed to sit on the shelf. This section discusses recommendations and
implementation strategies based on significant public input. The recommendations
should be initiated in the next five years and provide a foundation for ongoing success.
While the success of this plan is not contingent on any one project, it is dependent on
the immediate implementation of some of the projects or programs. The public has a
certain expectation, and action is required to continue to generate the excitement and
enthusiasm in the SuPurb area brought by this study.
This plan must also be financially realistic. Although oriented toward existing
capabilities held by the TCA CID, many of these recommendations will require
partnerships with Cobb County and other nongovernmental organizations to fully
implement. It is assumed that many of the transportation-oriented projects identified
through this study will be funded through the LCI implementation funds set aside by
ARC. However, additional recommendations and projects may be funded through a
variety of other methods, including partnerships, policy changes, and marketing
initiatives. The final section outlines the recommendations in an action plan and
includes costs, time frames, funding options, and responsible parties.
The recommendations are organized by the following categories
Policies
Transportation
Partnerships
4.1 Policies

The proposed development scenarios are based on specific market trends. The
following strategies are recommended to help promote the desired development in the
area:
n

n

Ensure longevity of the mall area with mixed-use development in the peripheral
parking lots around Town Center Mall, including a central town green with mainstreet storefront retail and residential development fronting the ring road.
Create a residential population base to support new retail by redeveloping the
Hidden Forest subdivision as a medium-density multifamily village.
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n

n

n

n

n

Create a new “green” identity for the study area by designating area for new parks
or plazas and connections with existing and planned open spaces.
Support proposed transit by developing the proposed BRT station with mixed-use,
transit-oriented development, including loft-style office and residential.
Provide incentives for existing strip retail around the proposed BRT station to
redevelop as high-density office and residential in the long-term.
Facilitate the Children’s Healthcare expansion south of the proposed BRT station.
Encourage development that will support the study area long term with highdensity commercial mixed-use along Chastain Road and Barrett Parkway.

4.1.1 Regulatory Framework

The regulatory framework, guided by the Framework Plan explained in the previous
section, will act as the comprehensive guide for prioritizing infrastructure
improvements and amending land use regulations. The following describes those
activities, strategies, and policies that must happen for the Framework Plan, and the
development strategies outlined above, to occur.
4.1.1.1 Zoning

A favorable zoning environment is essential for the preferred development scenarios to
occur in the next few years. Although Cobb County is currently working on an
Overlay district that could incorporate the needs for this area, the following
recommendations are still needed to allow for the type and density of development
proposed by the plan (see the Zoning figure for a spatial representation of these
elements):
n

n

The Hidden Forest subdivision will require a higher allowable density to develop
townhouses and multifamily units.
Parcels along the periphery of the mall are presently zoned General Commercial
(GC), which allows for commercial uses but does not allow for multifamily
residential. These parcels must be rezoned to allow a mix of retail and residential
uses.
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n

n

n

n

The area south of Big Shanty Road, east of retail uses along Busbee Drive, is
proposed to be converted into a townhouse development. Zoning changes will
require rezoning the current Community Retail Commercial (CRC) category to the
Fee Simple Townhouse (FST) category.
Parcels along Chastain Road are zoned either Commercial (GC or OS) or
Residential (RM-12). These are required to be rezoned to allow commercial
mixed-use as proposed by the plan.
Similarly, parcels along Barrett Parkway zoned GC would have to be rezoned to
allow a higher density of office (OMR or OHR).
One of the most important rezonings would be needed at the BRT station site to
allow higher densities to support the transit-oriented development. When
legislated, the TOD zoning category, also under review by Cobb County, would
potentially be appropriate for this site.

The Town Center Area CID’s involvement and Cobb County’s initiative in rezoning
certain parcels are key for the success of this plan. The CID will also need to play an
ongoing role in working with developers to attract high-quality development to the
area.
4.1.1.2 Development Guidelines

A great deal of new and redevelopment is anticipated for this area. In addition to
zoning policies, more guidance is needed for actual site development. The renderings
of new developments provided in the previous section are just that – visions of what
the area could look like. They are based on the following goals, which should be used
to guide development of a design guidebook to ensure that future development in the
study area meets the vision of the SuPurb:
n

Ensure a 24-hour “urban” mixed-use center where people can live, work, shop, be
entertained, and recreate through mixed-use percentage requirements

n

Require attractive plazas and open spaces for active and passive recreation

n

Encourage public art and signage in existing and new open spaces
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n

Connect all existing and planned open spaces with pedestrian-friendly linkages and
trails

n

Require all new developments to have a high quality of architectural standards

n

Design the buildings to front existing and planned streets with reduced setbacks

n

Encourage all residential structures to have balconies and porches

n

n

n

n

n

Encourage active uses at the ground level with large fenestrations, outdoor dining,
and attractive retail displays
Support on-street parking, where possible, to reduce vehicular speeds and
encourage main-street retail
Design parking lots to be concealed from the main street. Encourage parking decks
to support large residential, office, and retail uses
Restrict block sizes to a maximum of 600 feet to encourage pedestrian activity
Discourage super-block development, particularly when it interrupts the overall
pedestrian circulation system of the area as a whole

These goals can be accomplished with two methods. The TCA CID should request to
be involved in Cobb County’s development review process and should create a design
guidebook for the area, which would need to be adopted by Cobb County.
4.1.2 Character

The SuPurb study is centered on creating an “identity” for the study area. Throughout
the planning process, two key identity elements emerged. The first is that the SuPurb
area needs public greenspace. Specific projects that would incorporate greenspace
include the Noonday Creek Trail (detailed in the transportation section) and a
continuous greenway linking new development sites. The second element is gateways.
Large-scale gateway entrance treatments into and around the SuPurb can assist with
creating a sense of identity for the downtown area. Gateway improvements, including
the recommended streetscape elements, are recommended for the following locations:
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n

Chastain Road at Busbee Drive

n

Chastain Road at George Busbee Parkway

n

Big Shanty Road

n

Barrett Parkway at George Busbee Parkway

The previous section delineated preferred streetscape standards. The TCA needs
to ensure that these standards are incorporated into the Cobb County
development standards for consistent streetscaping and site design throughout the
area. Furthermore, pedestrian connectivity should be enhanced with streetscape
improvement projects along major corridors, and the TCA should invest in clear
and consistent signage and wayfinding. Streetscape improvements, including
pedestrian-oriented signage, are recommended for the following corridors:
n

Busbee Drive from gateway treatment to George Busbee Drive (both sides)

n

George Busbee Parkway from the southernmost mall road to Busbee Drive

Chastain Road at George Busbee
Parkway Gateway
Before

4.2 Transportation

Three types of trips, based on origin and destination, need to be served by the
SuPurb transportation network:

Chastain Road at George Busbee
Parkway Gateway
After

Internal/Internal trips originate and terminate within the study area. These trips can
be from retail outlet to retail outlet, such as a shopping trip, work-based or lunch-hour
trips from a place of employment to a restaurant or shopping, or true internal trips from
a residence to work or shopping. These trips are generally short in distance and
duration. Ideally, they could be served with alternate forms of transportation such as
walking, biking, or internal circulators. Example improvements for these types of trips
include:
Block length requirements
Bridge over Noonday Creek (multimodal)
Connector road between Wilson Parkway and Big Shanty Roadway
Connector road between Wilson Parkway and George Busbee Drive
Noonday Creek Trail system
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Internal/External trips originate outside the study area and have destinations within
the study area, or vice versa. These trips can be the same as the previous set, but are of
a longer distance and duration. Example improvements for these types of trips include:
Big Shanty Road extension (multimodal)
Shuttle stops at Kennesaw State University
Noonday Creek Trail
Bicycle lane on Busbee Drive

External/External trips have no origin or destination within the study area. These are
the longest distance trips. These trips add volume to the roadways in the area without
stopping. Examples of this type of trip are commuters using Barrett Parkway to access
I-75 or travelers on I-75 going to Florida. Example improvements for these types of
trips include:
BRT station
HOV lanes/access

The following projects are recommended to support these trips and promote
a multimodal environment in the SuPurb.
4.2.1 Traffic/Roadways
n

n

n

n

n

Initiate a modified grid network of streets to distribute vehicular traffic
and support new development at Town Center Mall and Hidden Forest
Village, including new roadways from Wilson Parkway to Big Shanty
Road and George Busbee Dive.

Bridge over Noonday Creek leading to
the Hidden Forest redevelopment area.
Before

Link the Town Center Mall redevelopment area and the Hidden Forest
redevelopment area with a new north-south connection over Noonday
Creek (shown to the right).
As areas in the downtown redevelop, require/provide connections and
roadway upgrades through the development process.
Coordinate with GRTA on the location of the BRT station.
Coordinate with Cobb County DOT and GDOT on the construction of
the HOV lanes and the Big Shanty Road extension.

Bridge over Noonday Creek leading to
the Hidden Forest redevelopment area.
After
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n

n

Adopt access management principles for new development that can be
implemented in the development design phase.
Install traffic control devices as appropriate to calm traffic and ease congestion,
i.e., clearly identified crosswalks, speed tables, turning lanes, traffic signalization,
and narrow roads (as identified in the RoadMap).

4.2.2 Multimobility
n

n

n

Connect the Town Center SuPurb with the surrounding community with sidewalks
and bicycle facilities along Big Shanty Road, Chastain Road, George Busbee
Parkway, Noonday Creek, and Barrett Parkway (sidewalk only).
Create a multiuse path system to solidify the connection between the SuPurb
and the surrounding area, including Kennesaw State University, with trails
along Noonday Creek and a trail connecting Noonday Creek to Kennesaw
State University from Chastain Road parallel to Duncan Bridge Road.
Promote a true pedestrian environment within the Town Center SuPurb by
requiring sidewalks, streetscaping, and maximum block lengths along all new
roadways in the proposed BRT station redevelopment area and the new Town
Center Mall development area.

n

Install pedestrian-oriented signage within redevelopment areas.

n

Install/improve crosswalks at key intersections.

n

n

Representative Multiuse
Facility Design

Continue to operate holiday circulator with key stops at Kennesaw State
University, large employers, the mall, and the park-and-ride.
Over the long term, develop a shuttle/bus circulator with stops at the mall, the BRT
station, and Kennesaw State University, and within the new Hidden Forest
development.

4.2.2.1 Shuttle

As mentioned in Section 2, the CID operated a pilot shuttle to evaluate the potential of
operating a permanent shuttle in the area. This study found that the shuttle service was
very successful, and although it did not meet transit service requirements for public
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funding, it should be continued year-round. As detailed in the RoadMap, additional
recommendations to encourage transit/shuttle accessibility include:
n

n

n

Research funding opportunities and continue the aggressive marketing already
done by CobbRides, which has been instrumental in the shuttle’s success.
Target McCollum Airport, Kennesaw State University, Town Center Mall, and
major employers.
Continue to operate the holiday shuttle (maintaining awareness of the shuttle until
the BRT becomes operational in 2010).

4.2.3 Parking

As previously stated, there is more than adequate parking in the study area. However,
as new development occurs, additional parking considerations are raised. The
following recommendations are designed to combat future concerns regarding parking:
n

n

n

n

Build parking decks to support new residential development at Town Center Mall.
Prepare a parking management study that identifies shared parking guidelines and
parking deck needs/design.
Adopt shared parking requirements in the redevelopment areas.
Combine the existing park-and-ride facility with parking for the proposed BRT
station.

4.3 Partnerships

As stated, many of the recommendations included in this study will require
partnerships between the CID and various organizations that impact land use,
development, and transportation in the SuPurb study area. The following highlights
recommended partnerships:
n

Participate on the Advisory Committee that will review the proposed
“Redevelopment Overlay District” to ensure that the overlay coordinates with
Town Center SuPurb development plans.
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n

n

n

n

n

n

Work with Cobb County Economic Development to identify property owners in
the area.
Set up a communication program with applicable property owners (including the
Hidden Forest subdivision property owners) to ensure that property is rezoned in
support of the Town Center SuPurb Plan.
Continue to collaborate with Kennesaw State University’s master planning process
to identify potential expansion within the study area, specifically at the BRT
station area, including residential.
Collaborate with Cobb County Community Development and Economic
Development to provide regulatory incentives to support desired new
development.
Coordinate with GRTA and CCT on the purchase of property for the new BRT
station.
Coordinate with Town Center Mall owners on the redevelopment of the
underutilized area surrounding the mall.

4.4 Priority Projects

During the final stakeholder and final community meeting, draft recommendations
were presented. The following projects received the most support for implementation
of the SuPurb; and are in order of priority.
1.

New road from mall, over Noonday Creek, through new development area with greenway
(+/-$3,891,418; CID Cost $778,284)

2.

Gateway improvements at Busbee Drive at Chastain Road, extended to George Busbee
Parkway Road (+/-$472,736; CID Cost $94,547)

3.

Design guidebook that incorporates streetscape requirements, site design guidelines, block
length requirements, and signage ($30,000; CID Cost $6,000)

4.

Partnerships with the mall, Kennesaw State University, GRTA, Cobb County DOT, and property
owners
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4.5 Population and Employment Estimates

The following table includes population and employment estimates based on the
development scenarios and recommendations incorporated into this plan.
Table 5. Population and Employment Projections 2000 – 2030
2000

2003

2005

2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

Population

9,896

10,139

10,580

12,966

16,910

18,645

19,926

21,208

Households

4,331

4,467

4,712

6,093

8,159

9,399

10,032

10,664

Employees

23,607

25,132

26,149

28,634

32,198

36,041

39,342

42,170

Suggested Household Size

2.28

2.27

2.25

2.13

2.07

1.98

1.99

1.99

Jobs to Housing Ratio

5.45

5.63

5.55

4.70

3.95

3.83

3.92

3.95

Study area is defined as 1990 and 2000 Census Tract 302.05.
NOTE: Projections based on Atlanta Regional Commission 2003 base numbers and building out development program
according to phasing.
Assumes 250 square feet per office employee and 350 to 550 square feet per retail employee.
SOURCE: Robert Charles Lesser & Co., LLC; based upon data from Claritas, Inc. and ARC.

4.6 Action Plan

This section provides detailed action steps required to implement the SuPurb. The
following table itemizes a five-year transportation, streetscape, land use policy, and
market development program with cost estimates, responsible parties, and potential
funding sources. Right-of-way costs for infrastructure improvements are included to
provide a total project cost estimate. However, these costs are site-specific and will
likely change once preliminary engineering has been completed.
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Action Item
Corridor
Improvements

Project
Location

Big Shanty
Road (Phase 1)

From George
Busbee
Parkway to
Barrett Lakes
Boulevard

Big Shanty
Road (Phase 2)

From Barrett
Lakes
Boulevard to
Chastain Road
(includes
improvements
to West Town
Point Parkway

Big Shanty
Road (Phase 3)

From Bells
Ferry Road to
George Busbee
Parkway

New roadway/
bridge
between Town
Center Mall
and Hidden
Forest
redevelopment
area

From Town
Center to
redevelopment
area

Project Type

New roadway built
with contextsensitive design
including four
lanes divided with
median, sidewalks,
and bicycle lanes
New roadway and
road improvement
built with contextsensitive design
including four
lanes divided with
median, sidewalks,
and bicycle lanes
Road improvement
built with contextsensitive design
including four
lanes divided with
median, sidewalks,
and bicycle lanes
Road improvement
built with contextsensitive design
including two
lanes with
sidewalks,
landscape strip,
and bicycle
shoulder
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PE

ROW
Year

ROW Costs

Const.
or
Implem.
Year

2005

$603,210

2006

$3,879,360

2007

$6,032,100

$10,514,670

2005

$175,864

2007

$1,942,920

2008

$1,758,640

2005

$266,161

2007

$3,567,690

2008

2006

$141,148

2007

TBD

2008

PE or
Study
Year

Const. or
Implem.
Costs

Total Project
Costs

TCA CID
Cost

Funding
Program

TCA
CID/CDOT

$2,102,934

STP/CID
Match

$3,877,424

TCA
CID/CDOT

$775,485

STP/CID
Match

$2,661,610

$6,495,461

TCA
CID/CDOT

$1,299,092

STP/CID
Match

$1,411,475

$1,552,623

TCA
CID/CDOT

$310,525

LCI/CID
Match
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Action Item

Project
Location

New Roadway
connecting
bridge with Big
Shanty Road
(includes a
linear
greenway park)

From new
bridge to Big
Shanty Road

New roadway
connecting Big
Shanty Road
and Town
Center Mall
area

From Wilson
Road (end) to
Town Center
Drive

Project Type
Road improvement
built with contextsensitive design
including two
lanes with
sidewalks,
landscape strip,
and bicycle
shoulders
New roadway built
with contextsensitive design
including two
lanes, sidewalks,
and bicycle
shoulders

PE or
Study
Year

2006

PE

$83,345

ROW
Year

ROW Costs

Const.
or
Implem.
Year

2007

$1,422,000

2008

Const. or
Implem.
Costs

$833,450

Total Project
Costs

$2,338,795

Resp. Party

TCA CID
Cost

TCA
CID/CDOT

Funding
Program

LCI/CID
Match
$467,759

2008

$50,350

2009

$1,641,600

2010

$503,500

$2,195,450

TCA
CID/CDOT

$439,090

LCI/CID
Match

Bicycle and
Pedestrian
Mobility
Construct
multiuse
facilities along
natural
waterways
Construct
multiuse
facilities
connecting
KSU and the
Noonday Creek
Trail system
Construct
bicycle lane
along George
Busbee
Parkway

Noonday
Creek Phase II
Barrett Lakes
Boulevard
under I-75 to
Town Center
Mall

Multiuse Trail

2005

$253,000

2006

TBD

2007

$2,530,000

$2,783,000

TCA
CID/CDOT

$556,600

LCI/CID
Match

Chastain Road
to Noonday
Creek Phase II
(parallel to
Duncan Bridge
Road)

Multiuse Trail

2008

$20,735

2009

TBD

2010

$207,350

$228,085

TCA
CID/CDOT/
KSU

$45,617

LCI/CID
Match

George Busbee
Parkway from
Barrett
Parkway to
Frey Road

Bicycle Lane

2007

$76,805

2008

$2,764,980

2009

$768,050

$3,609,835

TCA
CID/CDOT

$721,967

LCI/CID
Match
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Action Item
Adopt
standards for
pedestrian
signage
(incorporate
into design
guidebook)
Improve
gateways with
recommended
streetscape
elements

Improve the
pedestrian
environment by
closing gaps in
the existing
system

Project
Location

Project Type

PE or
Study
Year

PE

ROW
Year

ROW Costs

Const.
or
Implem.
Year

n/a

n/a

n/a

Const. or
Implem.
Costs

n/a

Total Project
Costs
Cost
incorporated
into design
guidebook

Resp. Party

TCA CID
Cost

Funding
Program

LCI/CID
Match

Study area

Pedestrian

2005

n/a

Chastain Road
at Busbee
Drive

Streetscape

2007

$1,500

2008

TBD

2009

$15,000

$16,500

TCA CID

$3,300

LCI/CID
Match

Streetscape

2007

$1,500

2008

TBD

2009

$15,000

$16,500

TCA CID

$3,300

LCI/CID
Match

Streetscape

2007

$1,500

2009

TBD

2010

$15,000

$16,500

TCA CID

$3,300

LCI/CID
Match

Pedestrian/
Streetscape

2007

$61,072

2008

TBD

2009

$610,720

$671,792

TCA CID

$134,358

LCI/CID
Match

Pedestrian/
Streetscape

2008

$28,176

2009

TBD

2010

$281,760

$309,936

TCA CID

$61,987

LCI/CID
Match

Pedestrian/
Streetscape

2008

$21,664

2009

TBD

2010

$216,640

$238,304

TCA CID

$47,661

LCI/CID
Match

Chastain Road
at George
Busbee
Parkway
Big Shanty
Road
Barrett
Parkway from
George Busbee
Parkway to
Prado Lane
(both sides)
Chastain
Center
Boulevard from
Wilson Road to
end
Wilson Road
from Chastain
Center
Boulevard to
end
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TCA CID

Table 6. Action Plan

Action Item
Improve the
pedestrian
environment
with
recommended
streetscape
elements

Project
Location

Project Type

PE or
Study
Year

PE

ROW
Year

ROW Costs

Const.
or
Implem.
Year

Const. or
Implem.
Costs

Total Project
Costs

Resp. Party

TCA CID
Cost

Funding
Program

Busbee Drive
from gateway
treatment to
George Busbee
Drive (both
sides)

Streetscape

2006

$42,976

2007

TBD

2007

$429,760

$472,736

TCA CID

$94,547

LCI/CID
Match

George Busbee
Parkway from
southernmost
mall road to
Busbee Drive

Streetscape

2007

$92,672

2008

TBD

2009

$926,720

$1,019,392

TCA CID

$203,878

LCI/CID
Match

TCA CID

Cost
incorporate
d into
roadway
improvemen
t project

LCI/CID
Match

TCA CID

$22,000

LCI/CID
Match

Big Shanty
Road from
Interstate I-75
to I-575

Streetscape

2005

n/a

2006

n/a

2007

n/a

n/a

Traffic Operations

2005

$10,000

n/a

$0

2006

$100,000

$110,000

Traffic Operations

n/a

$0

n/a

$0

2005

$1,500

$1,500

CDOT

Cobb
County

Traffic Operations

n/a

$0

n/a

$0

2005

$1,500

$1,500

CDOT

Cobb
County

Traffic Operations

n/a

$0

n/a

$0

2005

$1,500

$1,500

CDOT

Cobb
County

Traffic Operations

n/a

$0

n/a

$0

2005

$1,500

$1,500

CDOT

Cobb
County

Traffic Safety
and Operations
Prepare
warrant study
Upgrade traffic
controllers

George Busbee
Parkway at
Town Center
Drive
Busbee
Parkway at Big
Shanty Road
Busbee
Parkway at Old
Wal-Mart
Busbee
Parkway at
Town Center
North
Busbee
Parkway at
Town Center
South
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Table 6. Action Plan

Action Item
Install fiber
communication

Reassign
intersection
lanes
Retime traffic
signals

Project
Location
Busbee
Parkway from
Town Park
Drive to
Chastain Road
Busbee
Parkway from
Town Center
Drive to Barrett
Parkway
Town Center
Drive at Mall
Boulevard
Busbee
Parkway (Big
Shanty Road to
Barrett
Parkway)

Const.
or
Implem.
Year

Project Type

PE or
Study
Year

Traffic Operations

2005

$10,000

n/a

$0

2006

$45,000

$55,000

TCA
CID/CDOT

$11,000

LCI/CID
Match

Traffic Operations

2005

$10,000

n/a

$0

2006

$60,000

$70,000

TCA
CID/CDOT

$14,000

LCI/CID
Match

Traffic Operations

2007

$188,000

n/a

$0

2008

$1,000,000

$1,188,000

TCA
CID/CDOT

$237,600

LCI/CID
Match

Traffic Operations

n/a

$0

n/a

$0

2006

$20,000

$20,000

TCA
CID/CDOT

$4,000

LCI/CID
Match

$0

2005+

$70,000 per
year

$70,000

TCA
CID/Cobb
Rides

$70,000 per
year

TBD/CID
Match

TBD

TCA
CID/Cobb
Rides

TBD

TBD/CID
Match

ROW
Year

PE

ROW Costs

Const. or
Implem.
Costs

Total Project
Costs

Resp. Party

TCA CID
Cost

Funding
Program

Transit
Continue to
implement
holiday shuttle

Study Area

Transit

n/a

TBD

n/a

Initiate
permanent
shuttle

Study Area

Transit

2010

TBD

n/a

Total
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$2,149,678+

n/a
$15,218,550+

TBD
$20,617,775

$37,986,003+
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$7,652,001+

Table 6. Action Plan
Project Type

Implementation
Year

Cost Estimate

Funding
Source

Provide input to Cobb County Community Development during site
plan review, rezoning requests, and land use map amendment
request within the Town Center area

Partnership

monthly

staffing

CID General
Funds

Develop a design guidebook that incorporates recommendations for
site design, streetscapes, intersections, street furniture, and
wayfinding

Study

2005

$30,000

LCI (80%)

Participate on the Advisory Committee that will review the proposed
“Redevelopment Overlay District” to ensure the overlay coordinates
with Town Center SuPurb development plans

Partnership

2004–2005

staffing

CID General
Funds

CID/Cobb Community
Development

Partner with Cobb County Community Development and the Hidden
Forest subdivision property owners to rezone the Hidden Forest
subdivision to Multifamily Residential

Regulatory

2005

staffing

CID General
Funds

CID/Cobb Community
Development

Work with Cobb County Community Development to amend the
zoning regulations to allow high-density mixed-use development at
Town Center Mall

Regulatory

2005

staffing

CID General
Funds

CID/Cobb Community
Development

Partner with Cobb County Community Development and property
owners to amend the zoning regulations to allow a mix of office and
retail uses in parcels along Chastain Road

Regulatory

2005

staffing

CID General
Funds

CID/Cobb Community
Development

Partner with Cobb County Community Development and property
owners to rezone parcels along Barrett Parkway, currently zoned GC,
to a higher density of office (OMR or OHR)

Regulatory

2005

staffing

CID General
Funds

CID/Cobb Community
Development

Work with Cobb County Community Development to create a
Transit-Oriented Development Overlay District at the proposed BRT
station site

Regulatory

2005

staffing

CID General
Funds

CID/Cobb Community
Development

Coordinate with Kennesaw State University in its master planning
process and in expanding campus uses into the SuPurb

Partnership

2004–2005

staffing

CID General
Funds

CID/KSU

Partner with GRTA to assemble land for the BRT station and to
coordinate the development of the station with development/
redevelopment of nearby land

Partnership

2004+

TBD

CID General
Funds

CID/GRTA

Land Use/Housing/Economic Development
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Responsible Party
CID/Cobb Community
Development

CID

Table 6. Action Plan
Land Use/Housing/Economic Development

Project Type

Implementation
Year

Cost Estimate

Funding
Source

Partner with the Cobb Chamber of Commerce to market land within
the TCA district boundaries for development that adheres to the
SuPurb

Partnership

annual

staffing

CID General
Funds

CID/Cobb Chamber of
Commerce

Maintain relations with Town Center Mall regarding future plans for
expansion/redevelopment

Partnership

annual

staffing

CID General
Funds

CID

Establish and implement a communication program with property
owners within the SuPurb area to facilitate the assemblage of
property, awareness of Master Plan, and policy/zoning changes

Market/Economic
Development

annual

staffing

CID General
Funds

CID

Coordinate with Cobb County Economic Development Department
and/or Cobb Chamber of Commerce to create development
incentives for vacant/underutilized land including:

Market/Economic
Development

annual

staffing

CID General
Funds

CID/Cobb County Economic
Development

n

Prospect package that includes demographic highlights, retail
spending potential information, size, and key features of the
study area’s target markets

n

Collateral specification sheets of undeveloped property and
redevelopable land/buildings within the TCA that contain
property owner contract information, size, zoning,
infrastructure capabilities, and TCA Master Plan designation
(information should be provided on the TCA CID web site)

Total
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Responsible Party

Appendix A
Public Involvement

